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ABSTRACT

Health is the most important thing in the human life. In today's world people can earn
money, they can lose money also. When people lose money they can earn again. But for
human health this is not completely true. If the disease is serious, may be you cant take
your health back. When you lose your health you cant be as healthier times.
By developing technology, human' s time takes more important because of sparing time
for sufficient activities. People want to take information quickly. Internet makes our life
better . We can take any information about something in a few seconds.

In doktorkibris.com I want to give information to people about health and I prepared
very complicated database about medical consultancy and all doctors' addresses and
their information. There are search pages for finding any doctor or dentists and also
pharmacies. People can find any of them easily.
I used ASP which helps me to publish database in internet. I give detailed information
about ASP and it's development periods and then I give detailed information about
ASP's objects and functions.

Finally in my graduation project I tried to prepare an efficient thing, and now I can see
that I did what I wanted to do.
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INTRODUCTION
Today technology is developing not every day. Technology is developing in every
seconds. Because in all over the world, millions of people are trying to develop
themselves, and everybody wants to use technology for themselves. About from 5 years,
every month i buy a magazine about computer and i collect all of them . Sometimes I
checked old magazines, and at this time I can see technologies' developing. For
example a video card's advertisement says that "A force like no other". But it is very
enjoyable for nowadays. This video card is just 4 MB. It means that today you cant use
this on a lot of Standard graphic programs. Nowadays for new video games requires
minimum 16 or 32 MB video cards. From this we can see how technology develops.

Internet also develops with technology. I can remember that in 1996 when i start to use
internet, in altavista search engine, i was searched Turkey, and it found just about 3000
pages. But today when i search Turkey, it finds millions of pages. At the begining
people use internet for sharing information, documents and communication. But when
internet is being to Standard for a lot of people, companies start to interest internet
Technologies. And in big companies they made a new department for Technologies.
They want to use internet for customer relationships, collecting interests of their
customers. They do this with databases. Database is very important for people.

From primary school we use databases although we dont know where we use. In my
opinion all history is databases. All mathematics databases . Geography also . Because all
of them prepared by a lot of different people.

In this point with my Project i will show you how database prepared and used for
internet. We cant use directly our database from the internet, For publishing database or
searching something in our database we must use some languages. There are many
languages for using internet, such as perl, cgi, php and asp. Last year when i was taking
com 340 course, I met with ASP. And after this course, I interested with this too much.
So in my graduation Project i wanted to make something with ASP.

IV

With asp what can I do. I searched and i want to make efficiency things. After I
graduate, if people use my Project i will be glad. Soi decided to make Project with Mr
,

-Omit ilhan's advices, medical database for Turkish Republic ofNorth Cyprus. It's name
is doktorkibris.com.

For this Project i read hundreds of pages from internet, 3 books, i spare hours of time in
internet and prepared hundreds of pages. Just collecting and preparing my databases
took may 1 week. But after finish it i can see that it is really what iwant
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CHAPTER 1: BEFORE STARTING ASP, ~IAIN QUESTI9NS
ABOUT IT.
At the beginning of in my work, I searched a lot of sources about ASP. I collected
the main topics of ASP as questions and answers. I can say that these are Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ) for ASP.
Let's start from the main question:
What is Active Server Pages?

Microsoft® Active Server Pages (ASP) is the server-side execution environment m
Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) 3.Q that enables you to run ActiveX™ scripts
and ActiveX server components on the server. By combining scripts and components,
developers can create dynamic content and powerful Web-based applications easily.
What is dynamic content?

Web pages that are customized for each user on the fly, based upon their actions or
requests. For example, new visitors to your site can be shown a different welcome page
than returning users see, or pages in an online catalog can be queries to a database so
customers.always see the most current information and availability.
Who should use Active Server Pages?

Organizations will use the Active Server Pages technology to put a Web front end on
existing business solutions, or to create entirely new Web-based applications. Since ASP
provides. a very open development environment, with support for both Microsoft Visual
Basic®, Scripting Edition (VBScript) and JScript™, organizations can leverage the
investments they already have in these scripting languages.
Who can create d,ynamic content with Active Server Pages?

Webmasters, information systems (IS) professionals, and programmers familiar with
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and languages such as Microsoft Visual Basic,
JavaScript, PERL, RE:XX,or C++.
1

What do I need to run Active Server Pages?
The Active Server Pages feature of IIS 3.0 requires Microsoft Windows NT® Server 4.0
running IIS 2.0 or Windows NT Workstation 4.0 running Peer Web Services.
The ASP feature does not require Service Pack 2 for Windows NT 4. 0, although it is
recommended that all Windows NT systems receive the Service Pack 2 updates .. The ASP
feature contains a subset of the updates found in Service Pack 2.
Installation of ASP will upgrade IIS version 2.0 to version 3.0. The other IIS 3.0 featuresIndex Server 1.1, Microsoft NetShow™, FrontPage® 97 Server Extensions, and Crystal
Reports-add

significant functionality to IIS, but are not required to take advantage of

ASP.
How much will Active Server Pages cost?
Active Server Pages is. a. component of IIS 3.0, which is. a free, downloadable,

and

integrated. feature of Windows. NT Server 4.0.

Features
What can Active Server Pages d.o for my business?
Active Server Pages can develop a new generation of Web-based applications, including
extending sales and customer service to the Web, and providing access to corporate
databases and applications.to any browser on an intranet.
What ActiveX Server Components are suppoded?
Active Server Pages allows organizations to extend the power of scripting on the server
with ActiveX server components, These components can be created using Microsoft Visual
Basic, Vis.ualC++®, Java, and other languages.
What scripting languages does Active Server Pages support?
Active Server Pages. provides native support for both Microsoft. JScript and VBScript.
ActiveX scripting plug-ins are available for RE.XX,PERL, and Python.
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What browsers does Active Server Pages support?

Active Server Pages can work with any Web browser. The output of an ASP file is plain
HTML, the content of which can be customized for the capabilities of the client.
Does Active Server Pages maintain state for me?

Yes. Active Server Pages allows you to define application and session variables that can be
carried across multiple pages in a Web site. This can be as. simple as remembering a user's
name, and it is necessary in applications such as online shopping to track product
selections.
What about legacy data?

Active Server Pages makes it easy to bring legacy database applications to the Web.
Implementation Quest.ions
On which platforms does Active Server Pages run?

Active Server Pages will run on Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0, Windows NT
Workstation 4.0 with Peer Web Services, and Microsoft Windows® 95 with Personal Web
Server. Windows NT 3 .51 is NOT supported. Windows NT 4.0 on MIPS is also not
supported by ASP.
Is Active Server Pages secure?

Yes. Active Server Pages is a component of Internet Information Server, and thus uses
Windows NT Security. ASP files can be easily restricted to ju.st certain users through
secure Windows NT authentication, basic Web authentication, or client-side certificates.
For additional security, all client-to-server communications can be secured with Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL).
What. data sources. can my Web application integrate with?

An Active Server Pages application can integrate with any ODBC-compliant databases
including Microsoft SQL Server™, Oracle, Sybase, Informix, and DB2 databases. Any
OLE 2 application, such as Lotus N ates or Microsoft Excel and as in my project Microsoft
3

Access can also be scripted to access or process information. You can also write
components to access online data feeds and legacy mainframes.
Can Active Server Pages use Java?
Yes. Active Server Pages supports. ActiveX server components. written in any language,
including Java. In addition, ASP includes the Microsoft Windows reference standard Java
Virtual Machine.
What does Active Server Pages do better than other Web application tools?
Active Server Pages allows you to quickly bring your existing skills and knowledge, data
sources, components, and applications to the Web. Other tools create either static HTML or
lock you into a non-standard programming model or language. ASP is based upon the
leading industry standards, making it easy to build, maintain, and evolve powerful
interactive Web applications.
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CHAPTER 2: OBJECTS OF ASP
The Active Server Pages (ASP) framework provides six built-in objects:
•

Application

•

ObiectContext

•

Reguest

•

Response

•

Server

•

Session

Application Object
You can use the Application object to share information among all users of a given
application. An ASP-based application is. defined as all the .asp files in a virtual directory
and its subdirectories. Because the Application object can be shared by more than one
user, there are Lock and Unlock methods. to ensure that multiple users. do not try to alter a
property simultaneously,

Collections
Contents

Contains all of the items that have been added
to the Application through script commands.

StaticObiects

Contains all of the objects added to the session
with the <OBJECT> tag.
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Methods
The

Lock

Lock

method

prevents

other

clients

from

modifying

Application object properties.
The Unlock method al1ows other clients to modify Application

Unlock

object properties.

Events
Application

OnEnd

Applicati.on OnStart

Scripts for the preceding events are declared in the global.asa file.

Application_ OnEnd
The Application_ OnEnd

event occurs when the application quits, after the

Session, On.End event, Only the Applica,tion and Server. built-in objects are available.
Syntax

Parameters
Scriptl.anguage
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Specifies the scripting language used to write the event script. It may be any
supported scripting language, such as. VBScript or JScript. If more than one event
uses the same scripting language, they can be combined under a single set of
<SCRIPT> tags .
Remarks
You cannot call, the MaoPath method in the Application;..... OnEnd script

Application_ OnStart
The Application_ OnStart event occurs before the first new session is created, that is,
before the Session;OnStart event. Only the Aoolica.tion and Server built-in objects are
available. Referencing

the

Session, Reguest,

or Response

objects

in

the

Application_ OnStact event script causes an error.
Syntax

Parameters
Scriptl.anguage

Specifies the scripting language used to write the event script. It may be any
supported scripting language, s.uch as VB Script or JScript. If more than one event
uses the same scripting language, they can be combined under a single set of
<SCRIPT> tags.
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What is GlobaLasa
The Global.asa file is an optional file in which you can specify event scripts and declare
objects that have session or application scope. It is not a content file displayed to the users;
instead it stores event information and objects used globally by the application. This file
must be named Global.asa and must be stored in the root directory of the application. An
application can only have one Global.asa file.
Global.asa files can contain only the following:
•

Applicatjon events

•

Session events.

•

<OBJECT> Declarations

•

TypeLibrary Declarations

If you include script that is not enclosed by <SCRIPT> tags, or that defines an object that
does not have session or application scope, the server returns an error. The server ignores
both tagged script that the application or session events do not use, as well as any HTML in
the file.
The scripts contained in the Global.asa file may be written in any supported scripting
language. If multiple event or object scripts. use the same scripting language, they can be
combined inside a. single set of <SCRIPT> tags.
When you save changes to the Global.asa file, the server finishes processing all of the
current application requests before it recompiles the Global.asa file. Du.ringthat time, the
server refuses additional requests and returns an error message stating that the request
cannot be processed while the application is being restarted.
After all of the current user requests have been processed, the server deletes all active
sessions, calling the Session;OnEn.d event for each session it deletes, closes the
application, and calls the Application._Qn_End event. The Global.asa file is then
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recompiled. Subsequent user requests will start the application and create new sessions, and
trigger the Application_ OnStart and Session, OnStart events,
However, saving changes to a file that is included by the Global.asa file does not cause the
server to recompile Global.asa. In order for the server to recognize changes in the included
file, you must once again s.ave the Global.asa file.
Procedures declared in the Global.asa file can only be called from one or more of the
scripts associated with the Application ; OnStart, Applicati.ou__OnEnd, Sesslon , OoStart,
and Session_ OnEnd events. They are not available to the ASP pages in the ASP-based
application.
To share procedures across an application, you can declare the procedures in a separate file,
and then use server-side include (SSI) statements to include the file in the ASP pages that
call the procedures . You typically give include files. an .inc extension.

Request Object
The Request object retrieves the values that the client browser passed to the server during
an HTTP request.
Syntax

Collections
ClientCertificate

The values. of fields. stored in the client certificate that is sent
in the HTTP request.

Cookies

The values of cookies sent in the HTTP request.

Form

The values of form elements in the HTTP request body.

Oue1:yString

The values of variables in the HTTP query string.

Serve1·Va1·iables.

The values of predetermined environment variables.
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Properties
TotalBytes

Read-only. Specifies the total number of bytes the client is
sending in the body of the request.

Methods
Binary Read.

Retrieves data sent to the server from the client as part of a
POST request.

Variable parameters are strings that specify the item to be retrieved from a collection or to
be used as input. for a method or property. For more information about the variable
parameter, see the individual collection descriptions.
Remarks

If the specified variable is not in one of the preceding five collections, the Request object
returns EMPTY.
All variables can be accessed directly by calling Request(variab/e) without the collection
name. In this case, the Web server searches the collections in the following order.
1. QueryString
2.

Form

3. Cookies
4. ClientCertificate

5. Server Variables

If a variable with the same name exists in more than one collection, the Request object
returns the first instance that the object encounters.

IO

It is strongly recommended

that when referring to members of the ServerVariables

collection the full name be used. For example, rather than Request(AUTH_USER)
Request.ServerVariables(AUTH_USER)

use

.

Cookies
The Cookies collection enables you to retrieve the values of the cookies sent in an HTTP
request.
Syntax

Parameters
cookie
Specifies the cookie whose value should be retrieved.
key
An optional parameter used to retrieve subkey values from cookie dictionaries.
attribute
Specifies information about the cookie itself The attribute parameter can be the
following,
Name

Description

HasKeys

Read-only. Specifies whether the cookie contains keys.

Remarks
You can access the subkeys of a cookie dictionary by including a value for key. If a cookie
dictionary is accessed without specifying key, all of the keys are returned as a single query
string. For example, if MyCookie has two keys, First and Second, and you do not specify
either of these keys in a call to Request.Cookies, the following string is returned,
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If two cookies with the same name are sent by the client browser, Request.Cookies

returns

the one with the deeper path structure. For example, if two cookies had the same name but
one had a path attribute of /www/ and the other of /www/home/, the client browser would
send both cookies to the /www/home/ directory, but Request.Cookies

would only return

the second cookie.
To determine whether a cookie is a cookie dictionary (whether the cookie has keys), use the
following script

If myCookie is a cookie dictionary, the preceding value evaluates to TRUE. Otherwise, it

evaluates to FALSE.
You can use an iterator to cycle through all the cookies in the Cookie collection, or all the
keys in a cookie. However, iterating through keys on a cookie that does not have keys will
not produce any output. You can avoid this situation by first checking to see whether a
cookie has keys by using the .HasKeys syntax. This is demonstrated in the following
example.
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Examples
The following example prints the value of myCookie in a Web page.

Form
The Form collection retrieves the values of form elements posted to the HTTP request
body by a form using the POST method.

Syntax

Parameters
element
Specifies the name of the form element from which the collection is to retrieve
values.
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index

An optional parameter that enables. you to access one of multiple values for a
parameter. It can be any integer in the range 1 to Request.Form(para.meter).Count.

QueryString
The QueryString collection retrieves the values of the variables in the HTTP query string.
The HTTP query string is s.pecitied by the values.following the question mark I"). Several
different processes can generate a query string. For example, the anchor tag
<AHREF= "example?string=this is a sample">string sample</A>
generates a variable named string with the value "this is a sample". Query strings are also
generated by sending a form, or by a user typing a query into the address box of their
browser.
Syntax

Parameters
variable
Specifies the name of the variable in the HTTP query string to retrieve.
index
An optional parameter that enables you to retrieve one of multiple values for
variable.

It

can

be

any

integer

value

in

the

range

1

to

Request.Qu.eryString(variab/e )..Count

Remarks
The QueryString collection is a parsed version of the QUERY_STRING variable in the
ServerVariables collection. It enables you to retrieve the QUERY_STRING variables by
name. The value of Request.QueryString(parameter) is an array of all of the values of
14

parameter that occur in QUERY~STRING. You can determine the number of values of a

parameter by calling Request ..QueryString(parameter).Cou.o.t. If a variable does not have
multiple data sets associated with it, the count is 1. If the variable is not found, the count is
0.

To reference a QueryString variable in one of multiple data sets, you specify a value for
index.

The

index

parameter

Request.QueryString(variab/e).Count.

may

be

any

value

between

1

and

If you reference one of multiple QueryString

variables.without specifying a value for index, the data is returned as a comma-delimited
string.
When you use parameters with Request.QueryString, the server parses the parameters
sent to the request and returns the s.pecified data. If your application requires unparsed
QueryString data, you can retrieve it by calling Request.QueryString without any
parameters.
You can use an iterator to loop through all the data values in a query string. For example, if
the following request is sent

and Names.asp contained the following script,

Names.asp

would display the following.
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The preceding script could also have been written using Count.

Example
The client request

results in the following QUERY_STRINGvalue.

The QueryString collection would then contain two members, name and age. You can then
use the following script.

The output would be

If the following script is used
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The output would be

Server Variables
The ServerVariables collection retrieves the values of predetermined environment
variables.
Syntax

Parameters
server environment variable
Specifies the name of the server environment variable to retrieve. It can be one of
the following values.
Variable

Description

ALL HTTP

All HTTP headers sent by the client.

ALL RAW

Retrieves all headers in the raw-form. The
difference

between

ALL_RAW

and

ALL_HTTP is that ALL_HTTP places an
HTTP_ prefix before the header name and
the header-name is always capitalized. In
ALL_RAW the header name and values
appear as they are sent by the client.
Retrieves the metabase path for the (WAM)

APPL- MD- PATH

Application for the ISAPI DLL.
Retrieves the physical path corresponding

APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH

to the metabase path. IlS converts the
APPL MD PATH

to

the

physical

(directory) path to return this value.
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AUTH_PASSWORD

The

value

entered

in

the

client's

authentication dialog. This variable is only
available if Basic authentication is used.
AUTH TYPE

The authentication method that the server
uses to validate users when they attempt to
access a protected script.

AUTH USER

Raw authenticated user name.

CERT COOKIE

Unique ID for client certificate, Returned as

a string. Can be used as a signature for the
whole client certificate.
CERT FLAGS

bitO is set to 1 if the client certificate is
present.
bitl is set to 1 if the Certifying Authority of
the client certificate is invalid (not in the
list of recognized CA on the server).

CERT ISSUER

Issuer field of the client certificate (O=MS,
OU=IAS, CN=user name, C=USA).

CERT KEYSIZE

Number of bits in Secure Sockets Layer
connection key size. For example, 128.

CERT SECRETKEYSIZE

Number of bits in server certificate private
key. For example, e.g. 1024.

CERT SERIALNUMBER

Serial number field of the client certificate.

CERT- SERVER- ISSUER

Issuer field of the server certificate.

CERT_SERVER~SUBJECT

Subject field of the server certificate.

CERT_ SUBJECT

Subject field of the client certificate.

CONTENT_LENGTH

The length of the content as given by the
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client.
CONTENT TYPE

The data type of the content. Used with
queries. that have attached information, such
as the HTTP queries GET, POST, and PUT.

GATEWAY JNTERF ACE

The revision of the CGI specification used
by the server. The format is CGl/revision.

HTTP <HeaderName>

The

value

stored

in

the

header

Header Name. Any header other than those
listed in this table must be prefixed by
HTTP

in order for the ServerV ariables

collection to retrieve its value.
Note The server interprets any underscore

U

characters in Headerblame as dashes in

the actual header. For example if you
specify HTTP_ MY_ HEADER, the server
searches

for

a

header

sent

as

MY-

HEADER.
HTTPS

Returns ON if the request came in through
secure channel (SSL) or it returns OFF if
the request is for a non-secure channel.

HTTPS _KEYSIZE

Number of bits in Secure Sockets Layer
connection key size. For example, 128,
Number of bits in server certificate private

HTTPS SECRETKEYSIZE

key. For example, 1024.
HTTPS _SERVER_ ISSUER

Issuer field of the server certificate.

HTTPS _ SERVER _SUBJECT

Subject field of the server certificate.

INSTANCE ID

The ID for the Il:S instance in textual
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format. If the instance ID is 1, it appears as
a string, You can use this. variable to
retrieve the ID of the Web-server instance
(in the metabase) to which the request
belongs.
INSTANCE META PATH

The metabase path for the instance of IIS
that responds to the request

LOCAL_ADDR

Returns the Server Address on which the
request came in, This is important on multihomed

machines

where

there

can be

multiple IP addresses bound to a machine
and you want to find out which address the
request used.
LOGON USER

The Windows NT® account that the user is
logged into.

PATH INFO

Extra path information as given by the
client. You can access scripts by using their
virtual path and the PATH'- INFO server
variable. If this information comes from a
URL, it is decoded by the server before it is
passed to the CGJ script,
A translated version of PATH INFO that

PATH TRANSLATED

takes the path and performs any necessary
virtual-to-physical mapping.
Query information

QUERY_STRING

stored

in the string

following the question mark (?) in the
HTTP request.
The IP address of the remote host making

REMOTE _ADDR

the request.
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REMOTE HOST

The name of the host making the request. If
the server does not have this information, it
will set REMOTE ADDR and leave this
empty.

REMOTE USER

Unmapped user-name string sent in by the
User. This. is the name that is really sent by
the user as opposed to the ones that are
modified

by

any

authentication

filter

installed on the server.
The method used to make the request. For

REQUEST_METHOD

HTTP, this is GET, HEAD, POST, and so
on.
A virtual path to the script being executed.

SCRIPT NAME

This is. used for self-referencing URLs.
The server's host name, DNS alias, or IP

SERVER NAME

address

as

it would

appear

in

self-

referencing URLs.
The port number to which the request was

SERVER PORT

sent.
A string that contains either O or 1. If the

SERVER_PORT _SECURE

request is being handled on the secure port,
then this will be 1. Otherwise, it will be 0.
The name and revision

SERVER PROTOCOL

information

protocol.

of the request
The

format

is

protocol/revision.
The

SERVER SOFTWARE

name

and version

of the

server

software that answers the request and runs
the gateway. The format is name/version.
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URL

Gives the base portion of the URL.

Remarks

If a client sends a header other than those specified in the preceding table, you cart retrieve
the value of that header by prefixing the header name with HTTP_ in the call to
Request.Server Variables. For example, if the client sent this header

you could retrieve SomeNewV alue by using the following syntax

You can use an iterator to loop through each server variable name. For example, the
following script prints.out all of the server variables.in a table.

Example

The following example uses the Request object to display several server variables.
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The next example uses the Server'Variables

collection to insert the name of the server into

a hyperlink.

Response Object
You can use the Response object to send output to the client.
Syntax

Collections
Cookies

Specifies cookie values. Using this collection, you can set
cookie values.
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Properties
ButTe.-

Indicates whether page output is buffered.

CacheControl

Determines whether proxy servers are able to cache the output
generated by ASP.

Chai-set

Appends the name of the character set to the content-type
header.

ContentType

Specifies the HTTP content type for the response.

ExpiFes

Specifies the length of time before a page cached on a browser
expires.

ExpiresAbsolute

Specifies the date and time on which a page cached on a
browser expires,

IsClientConnected

Indicates whether the client has disconnected from the server.
Adds the value of a PICS label to the pies-label field of the
response header.

Sta.tus

The value of the status line returned by the server.

Methods
AddHe.ader

Sets the HTML header name to value.

AppendToLog

Adds a string to the end of the Web server log entry for this
request.

BinaryWrite

Writes the given information to the current HTTP output
without any character-set conversion.

Clear

Erases any buffered HTML output.

End

Stops processing the .asp file and returns the current result

Flush

Sends buffered output immediately.
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Sends a redirect message to the browser, causing it to attempt

Redirect

to connect to a different URL.
Writes.a variable to the current HTTP output as a string.

Cookies
The Cookies collection sets the value of a cookie. If the specified cookie does not exist, it
is created. If the cookie exists, it takes the new value and the old value is discarded.
Syntax

Parameters
cookie

The name of the cookie.
key
An optional parameter. If key is specified, cookie is a dictionary, and key is set to
value.
attribute

Specifies.information about the cookie itself The attribute parameter can be one of
the following.
Name

Description

Domain

Write-only. If specified, the cookie is sent only to requests to
this domain.

Expires

Write-only. The date on which the cookie expires. This date
must be set in order for the cookie to be stored on the client's
disk after the session ends. If this attribute is not set to a date
beyond the current date, the cookie will expire when the
session ends.
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Has Keys

Read-only . Specifies. whether the cookie contains keys.

Path

Write-only. If specified, the cookie is sent only to requests to
this path . If this attribute is not set, the application path is
used.

Secure

Write-only . Specifies. whether the cookie is secure.

Value
Specifies.the value to assign to key or attribute.
Remarks

If a cookie with a key is created, as in the following script,

this header is sent.

A subsequent assignment to
type2.

myCookie

without specifying a key, would destroy typel and

This is shown in the following example.

In the preceding example, the keys

typel

and

type2

are destroyed and their values are

discarded. The myCookie cookie now has the value chocolate
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chip.

Conversely, if you call a cookie with a key, it destroys any nonkey values the cookie

contained. For example, if after the preceding code you call Response.Cookies with the
following

The value chocolate

chip

is discarded.and new'lype would be set to peanut

butter.

T~ determine whether a cookie has. keys, use the following syntax.

If myCookie is a cookie dictionary, the preceding value is TRUE. Otherwise, it is FALSE.
You can use an iterator to set cookie attributes. For example, to set all of the cookies to
expire on a particular date, use the following syntax.

You can also use an iterator to set the values of all the cookies in a collection, or all the
keys in a cookie. However, the iterator, when invoked on a cookie that does not have keys,
does not execute. To avoid this, you can first use the .HasKeys syntax to check whether a
cookie has any keys. This is demonstrated in the following example.
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Examples

The following examples demonstrate how you can set a value for a cookie and assign
values to its attributes.

Charset
The Charset property appends the name of the character set (for example, ISO-LATIN-7)
to the content-type header in the response object.
Syntax

Parameters
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CharsetName
A string that specifies a character set for the page. The character set name will be
appended to the content-type header in the Response object.

Example
For an ASP page that did not include the Response.Charset property, the content-type
header would be.

If the same .asp file included

the content-type header would be

Remarks
This function inserts any string in the header, whether it represents a valid character set or
not.
If a

single

page

contains

multiple

tags

containing

Response.Charset, each

Response.Charset will replace the previous Charsetblame. As a result, the character set
will be set to the value specified by the last instance of Response..Charset in the page.
On the Macintosh, the default U.S. character set-is not ISO-LATIN-I. When serving up
documents, Personal Web Server for Macintosh automatically converts from the Macintosh
character set to lSO-Latin-1. In the U.S. version, all pages are assumed to be in the U.S.
Macintosh character set unless the Response.Charset is used, If Response..Charset is. used
to change the character set, Personal Web Server for Macintosh does not convert the
character set.
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Expires
The Expires property specifies the length of time before a page cached on a browser
expires. If the user returns to the same page before it expires, the cached version is
displayed.
Syntax

Parameters

number
The time in minutes before the page expires. Set this parameter to Oto have the
cached page expire immediately.
Remarks

If this property is set more than once on a page, the shortest time is used.

ExpiresAbsolute
The ExpiresAbsolute property specifies the date and time at which a page cached on a
browser expires. If the user returns to the same page before that date and time, the cached
version is displayed. If a time is not specified, the page expires at midnight of that day. If a
date is not specified, the page expires at the given time on the day that the script is run.
Syntax

Parameters
date
Specifies the date on which the page will expire. The value sent in the expires
header conforms to the RFC-1123 date format.
time
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Specifies the time at which the page will expire. This value is converted to GMT
before an Expires header is sent.

Remarks
If this property is set more than once on a page, the earliest expiration date or time is. used.

Example
The following example specifies that the page will expire 15 seconds after 1 :30 pm on May
31, 2003.

Status
The Status property specifies the value of the status line returned by the server. Status
values are defined in the HTTP specification,

Syntax

Parameters
Staiusnescriptian
A string that consists of both a three-digit number that indicates a status code and a
brief explanation of that code. For example, 310 Move Permanently.

Remarks
Use this property to modify the status line returned by the server.
The following example sets the response status.
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CHAPTER 3: ASP Methods

AddHeader
The AddHeader method adds an HTML header with a specified value. This method
always adds. a new HTTP header to the response. It will not replace an existing header of
the same name. Once a header has been added, it cannot be removed.
This method is for advanced use only. If another Response method will provide the
functionality you require, it is. recommended that you us.e that method instead.
Syntax

Parameters
name
The name of the new header variable.
value

The initial value stored in the new header variable.
Remarks
To avoid name ambiguity, name should not contain any underscore U characters. The
ServerVariables collection interprets underscores as dashes in the header name. For
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example, the following script causes the server to search for a header named MYHEADER
<% Request.ServerV ariables("HTTP ~MY_ HEAUER") %>

Because HTTP protocol requires that all headers be sent before content, you must call
Addlleader in your script before any output (such as that generated by HTML code or the
Write method) is sent to the client. The exception to this rule is when the Buffer property
is set to TRUE. If the output is buffered, you. can call the Add.Header method at any point
in the script, as long as it precedes any calls to Flush. Otherwise, the call to AddHeader
will generate a run-time error.

Clear
The Clear method erases any buffered HTML output. However, the Clear method only
erases the response body; it does. not erase response headers. You can use this method to
handle error cases. Note that this method will cause a run-time error if Response.Buffer
has not been set to TRUE.
Syntax

End
The End method causes the Web server to stop processing the script and return the current
result. The remaining contents of the file are not processed.
Syntax

Remarks
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If Response.Buffer has been set to TRUE, calling Response.End will flush the buffer. If
you do not want output returned to the user, you should call

Flush
The Flush method sends buffered output immediately. This method will cause a run-time
error if Response ..Buffer has not been set to TRUE.
Syntax

Remarks
If the Flush method is called on an ASP page, the server does not honor Keep-Alive
requests for that page.

Redirect
The Redirect method causes the browser to attempt to connect to a different URL.
Syntax

Parameters

URL
The Uniform Resource Locator that the browser is redirected to.
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Remarks
Any response body content set explicitly in the page is ignored. However, this method does
send other HTTP headers set by this page to the client. An automatic response body
containing the redirect URL as a link is generated. The Redirect method sends the
following explicit header, where URL is the value passed to the method,

Write
The Write method writes a specified string to the current HTTP output.
Syntax

Parameters
variant
The data to write. This parameter can be any data type supported by the Visual
Basic® Scripting Edition VARIANT data. type, including characters, strings, and
integers. This value cannot contain the character combination %>; instead you
should use the escape sequence %\>. The Web server will translate the escape
sequence when it processes the script.
Examples
The following examples use the Response.Write method to send output to the client.
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The following example adds an HTML tag to the Web page output. Because the string
returned by the Wdte method cannot contain the character combination%>, the escape

%\> has been used instead. The following script

produces the output

Server Object
The Server object provides access to methods and properties on the server. Most of these
methods and properties serve as utility functions.
Syntax

Properties
ScriptTimeout

The amount of time that a script can run before it times out.

Methods
CreateObiect

Creates an instance of a server component.

HTMLEnc.od.e

Applies HTML encoding to the specified string.

MapPath

Maps the specified virtual path, either the absolute path on the
current server or the path relative to the current page, into a
physical path.

URL Encode

Applies URL encoding rules, including escape characters, to the
string.
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ScriptTimeout
The ScriptTimeout property specifies the maximum amount of time a script can run before
it is terminated.
The timeout will not take effect while a server component is processing.
Syntax

Parameters

NumSeconds
Specifies the maximum number of seconds that a script can run before the server
terminates it. The default value is 90 seconds.
Remarks

A default ScriptTimeout can be set for a Web Service or Web Server by using the
AspScriptTimeout property in the metabase. The Script'I'imeout property cannot be set to

a value less than that specified in the metabase. For example, if NumSeconds is set to 10,
and the metabase setting contains the default value of 90 seconds, scripts will time out after
90 seconds. However, ifNumSeconds were set to 100, the scripts would time out after 100
seconds.
For more information about using the metabase, see About the Metabase
Example

The following example causes scripts to time out if the server takes longer than 100
seconds to process them,
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The following example retrieves the current value of the ScriptTimeout property and
stores it in the variable Timeout.

CreateObject
The CreateObject method creates an instance of a server component. If the component has
implemented. the OnStartPage and OnEndPage methods, the OnStartPage method is
called at this time. For more information about server components,

see Installable

Components.for ASP,
Syntax

Parameters
progID
Specifies

the

type

of

object

to

create.

The

format

for proglD

rs

[Vendor.]Component[.Version].

Remarks
By default, objects created by the Server.CreateObject method have page scope. This
means that they are automatically destroyed by the server when it finishes processing the
current ASP page.
To create an object with session or application scope, you can either use the <OBJECT>
tag and set the SCOPE attribute to SESSION or APPLICATION, or store the object in a
session or application variable.
For example, an object stored in a session variable, as shown in the following script, is
destroyed when the Sess.ionobject is destroyed. That is, when the session times out, or the

Abandon method is called.
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You can also destroy the object by setting the variable to Nothing or setting the variable to a
new value, as shown below. The first example releases the object ad, The second replaces ad
with a string.

You cannot create an object instance with the same name as a built-in object. For example,
the following returns an error.

Example

The preceding example creates a server component, MyAd, as a MSWC.AdRotator
component that can be used to automate rotation of advertisements on a Web page.

Session Object
You can use the Session object to store information needed for a particular user-session.
Variables. stored in the Session object are not discarded when the user jumps between pages
in the application; instead, these variables persist for the entire user-session .
The Web server automatically creates a Session object when a Web page from the
application is requested by a user who does not already have a session. The server destroys
the Session object when the session expires or is abandoned,
One common use for the Session object is to store user preferences. For example, if a user
indicates that they prefer not to view graphics, you could store that information in the

Session object. For more information on using the Session object, see Managing Sessions
in the ASP Applications section.
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Note Session state is only maintained for browsers that support cookies.
Syntax

Collections
Contents

Contains the items that you have added to the session with script
commands.

Static Objects

Contains the objects created with the <OBJECT> tag and given
session scope.

Properties
CodePae,e

The codepage that will be used for symbol mapping.

LCID

The locale identifier.

Session.JD

Returns the session identification for this user.

Timeout

The timeout period for the session state for this application, in

minutes.

Methods
Abandon

This method destroys a Session object and releases its. resources.

Events

Scripts.for the following events are declared in the global.asa file.
Session OnEnd
Session OnStart
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For more information about these events and the global.asa file, see the Global.asa
Reference. .

SessionID
The SessionID property returns the session identification for this user. Each session has a
unique identifier that is generated by the server when the session is created . The session ID
is returned as a LONG data type.
Syntax

Remarks
You should not use the SessionID property to generate primary key values for a database
application. This. is because if the Web server is restarted, some SessionID values may be
the same as those generated before the server was stopped. Instead, you should use an
autoincrement column data type, such as IDENTITY with Microsoft® SQL Server, or
COUNTER with Microsoft® Access.

Timeout
The Timeout property specifies the timeout period assigned to the Session object for this
application, in minutes.. If the user does not refresh or request a page within the timeout
period, the session ends.
Syntax

Parameters

nMinutes
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Specifies the number of minutes that a session can remain idle before the server

terminates it automatically. The default is 20 minutes.

CONCLUSION
Visual Basic is known for its ability to allow a programmer to quickly, and easily, create a
Windows program. In part, this is possible because objects provide code that you don't
have to write.
In Visual Basic, the basic building block of an application is a form, which is simply a
window. The Visual Basic IDE can insert forms into your project, and then you can resize
the forms as well as change other properties of the form. However, controls (checkboxes,
textboxes ... ) are also windows. A form is distinguished from a control in that only forms
can exist as standalone objects. When controls are used, they must be placed in a form and
there are a few exceptions such as the printer object or the screen object, which are not
considered part of any form, but are part. of a Visual Basic program.
It's worth noting that when managers talk about programmers, one of the common metrics
used to describe performance is "lines of code per month". There are all kinds. of debate
about how good a metric this is, but the fact is that the metric is used.
It's not that you don't get credit for novel algorithms., or that you won't be a hero to fellow
programmers when they see how you solved a problem with 10 lines of code that took them
100. You'll get that credit (and mental satisfaction) but looking at the big picture it's clear
that the volume of code you can crank out will be the visible result of your efforts. Writing
a program is essentially a design task, aimed at s.olving a problem. Like mos.t things, there
are many design approaches for every problem. Some solve the problem by grinding out
an answer. Some are very elegant. Others are so complex that even the designer has a hard
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time keeping up with the convolutions of the approach. Here the specifications of a great
Visual Basic programmer:
1. Great programmers must be coding experts
2. Great programmers understand that there are many approaches to a problem
3. Great programmers work efficiently.

VB provides two controls, which make the link to the database file, and which creates the
recordset that is exposed to the rest of the controls in your application.

The two are

identical in concept but differ in the flexibility they offer to the programmer. Data controls
are the most important part of the programs, and applications.

By adding user's

information on a database file, the programmers can use this file by adding, reading and
deleting fields on it.
In case you have any question about the value of objects, that objects (in the form of
controls) are the single biggest reason why Visual Basic has been so successful, In Visual
Basic 6. 0, Microsoft has expanded the object features of Visual Basic, making it even more
powerful than ever.
This Internet cafe reservation program contains user-friendly forms, some API's, Activex
controls on it to fortify the application. It provides sensible security and usability for users
and operators. The structure of program is built up on to client-server relation. Internet
cafe's finds appropriate solution to their security or automation problems, but human
relation between users and operators still important in the enterprises.
This project uses some Internet cafe reservation and automation techniques. It supports
security and automation advantage to manage calculation of charges and reservation
transactions. This program provides these possibilities. with use Visual Basic functions,
database controls and other many resources of Visual Basic.
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Step by step preparation project.
1. Preparing database.
2. sharing datas

3, asp codes
4. html design
5. publishing
As I wrote in my introduction, preparing database is very important in my project At first I
decided which database program I will use. I chose Microsoft Access Database, because
my project's main part is ASP is Microsoft's developed language. Also Access is
Microsoft's database program and both of them are well adjusted each other. For preparing
database first step is collecting data. After collecting datum I started to use them on Access.
Here I selected for starting new database top of the list.(Fig. 1.1)

Fig .. 1.J
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Then I wrote my fields which I will enter data.(Fig.1.2.)
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For my project as I have decided before, I need many tables for dividing and collecting
data. If I wrote everything in one table it may take more time. So I prepared new table
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which name is uzmanlik, and it contains expert groups for doctors. It just have two
columns. (F ig.I . 3.)

Fig.1.3.

Here I want to explain you one important thing. You can see in below figure( 1. 3.) left side
of kimlik there is a key, This is primary key . When we prepare table you need one primary
key. It's default type is not allowed for making some changes in this and you cant use that
part more than one times, It usually used for id numbers.
I prepared tables for also eczaneler(pharmacies), disciler(dentists) and hastahklar(diseas).
After this point I start to use these tables with my da:ta. I entered all data what I need. For
uzmanlik(proficiency) I grouped doctors' departs.(Fig.1.4.)
Fig.1.4.
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Then I prepared the most important part of my project, doktor's table which includes all
doctors' information in Turkish Republic Of North Cyprus.(Fig.1.5.)

Fig.1.5.
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As I prepared this, like same I prepared a table for dentists(Fig.1.6.)

Fig.1.6.
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for preparing pharmacies, I used same techniqueff'ig. L 7.)
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Fig.1.7.
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with this table I finished my database. Now they are usable for converting Internet. After
this I will start to use ASP and HTML codes. For writing these codes I must select a writing
program. I chose the again Microsoft's product which is Frontpage. I chose it because for
HTML it supports visual design and when I use ASP codes it helps for knowing these
codes either HTML or ASP. When you start to write ASP codes, it changes these codes
colors.(Fig. l. 8.)
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Fig.I •.8.
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Up to here everything is clear I think. Before I start to write my ASP codes, I must make
some changes in my computer. Because default windows doesn't support to your computer
as server. Before I publish my web pages, I must see what I did in my computer, so I need a
server and Microsoft gives a program for working computer as a server. For windows 98
this program is PWS(Personal Web Server). I used it before so I know. But today my
operating system is win XP. With windows XP CD the IIS 5J coming but in default it is
not on the computer. So we must set up. For setting up, after inserting win XP CD we come
to start menu and select control panel.(Fig.1.9.)
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Fig.1.9.
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from this control panel I selected Add or Remove Programs. When I selected this from Add
or Remove Programs. menu, left side there was Add/Remove windows components. I
pressed on that button. (Fig. l. I 0.)
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Fig.1.10 .
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And from new menu I put tick for Internet Information Services(llS) Then I pressed
next, It automatically download. the TIS 5.1. For seeing the job well done, we come to
control panel(Fig.1.9.) and from this I selected Administrative Tools. Here, after I
installed US I must see the internet information services syrobol.(Fig.1.11.)
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Fig.1.11
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when I see this, it means that now I can use my computer as a server. However for using
my computer as a server, I must save my asp or html files into the wwwroot folder which is
under the our windows partition(generally c:/inetpub/wwwroot) ifl don't save my files into
that folder, I cant use server. This is very important point. For checking is it working, with
IIS there was a file which name is iisstart.asp. when I write it into my browser if it is
working, ou.r server is working correctly. But here one more point, for seeing my web site, I
must write address under this address: http://localhost/

(e.g.

http://loca1host/iisstart.asp)
Till now, I just make preparation for ASP. For using ASP I must do that one time, after that
I can write any codes with ASP. I want to show you my first page which is default
page( default.htm)
This is my default.htm page. Until here I didn't use any asp codes.
But after this I started to use them. In this page if you press DOKTORLAR button, you the
new page will be opened, which name is (doktorlar.asp)
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In this page you can search doctors by name, by surname, by city, by proficiency, and any
keyword . I used here 3 type of search. Searching by citiestsehre gore arama) and Search by
Proficiency(Uzmanlik alanma gore arama) took its data from directly Access Database. It
means that if I add anything to my database, for example new proficiency or any city, I
don't need to change my asp files. Because it will change automatically. Now we start to
see ASP pages' activities.
When we make search by city it will directly open a new page and it will give us results in
"arama jslemdrl .asp" page. Here we can see results and for detailed results we can press
the name of the Doctor.
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When we press any name, it will open new page and it will show us that doctor's details,
which are not only Name and. Address. but also city, telefon number for clinic and. gsm
number. If that doctor has a web site or email, we can see them directly. That pages name is
"doktorum-t.asp" .
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Ifwe search by a keyword, our pages start to search from database, and it will check all
cities, names, address, proficiency. If it find anything like search criteria, it will give us
results. in "arama jslemdrs.asp" page.
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Doktorkibris.com has one more search type which is by proficiency. If you are searching a
doctor for your heart you can select one of them from my page results . It will lists. all of
them in "arama jslerndrd.asp" page.

In my main menu under the "DOKTORLAR" there is interesting point which name is
known by everybody but until now I didn't know its original part. I searched it in internet
but I found its Turkish version which must be sweared by all doctors. Hipokrat Sweared is
in "hipokrat.asp" page.
Fig.I.
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Another search pages are for dentist search (Dis Hekimleri). In this page I used two types
of searching because under the dentists there is no root as doctors. You can search by
keyword("arama_dislemdr2.asp")

or by city("arama_dislemdrl.asp").

from these results we

can see details of any dentist by just pressing on the name . It will open "disciler4.asp" page.
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Preparing medical web page, in my opinion cannot be without pharmacies, Therefore I
collected all data about pharmacies and I prepared search page for all pharmacies in
Cyprus," eczaneler.asp". Here we can search by keyword or by city. When we search by
keyword "arama_islemeczane2.asp"
"aramajslemeczane.asp"

pages will show you results. For searching by city

page will help you.

Another topic is in my webpage, disease(hastahklar). You can see lots of diseases and you
can read about these diseases articles . This. page can be uploaded any time I want.
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